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Dear J im:

For several trDnths now' lrve been wanting to get your reaction to some ideas

regarding a qLlantitative statenent of a conflict theory for motion sickness' and

;;;;.t i; tou my experiences using vision restricting glEsses !'/hile !'/eightless
on'Hnsa'. kc_fli, "i well as some exPeriments we've 

'tarted 
here on subjective

slaling of motio; sickness symptomatology. I've been meaning to write you a

piop"l-r.atu. t". some time, ini have been feeling quite guilty that the press of
!pi'ing a".* teaching and sPacelab crew training has kept me from it'

Let me start with some modelling notions' t came away from our discussions
at Aspen convinced ii might be produitive to try to develoP a mathematically

""nlii. 
rii*,r""a of the conflict theory which could both capture the major themes

"i V.ri iZg Neural i'{ismatch modei, €nd also fit easily-!'/ith the spatial orientation
ioaliiing'ro.t werve been doing here for some years' Such a model would at least
be valua6le for heuristic Purposes, so that when planning exPeriments and inter_
piuting a"t", the hyPothesis is very concisety stated' - And it might even

Le madi tractable enough to permit numerical simulation via computer' I started
this effort last s,Jrmei, and presented prel iminary results informal ly at a vesti-
bular meeting at NASA's Johnson Space Center in the late fall .l very much would

lit" to sotilit your suggestions and criticisms as I start writing it uP; there
,uy ,r"il f. some' fundamlita I considerations which I have ovetlooked'

ln trying to assemble a model, I was iRrlediately faced with several issues'
some of which"we have already discussed: How to rePresent a neural trace or engram

analytically? Temporally, does it have a beginning and an end? 0r is it really
appropriate'to think of ihe neural store as i dictionary containing sequences of
matched motor command and reafference time histories? Are there other functional ly
;;;ir.i."t bui mo;e tractable wavs to represenE the Neural store? could i t be'
for example, that the Neural stor; really only contains the information (i 'e' the

a".ition'.ri"t) n"l.rr".y to generate motor and efferent copy sequences given-a
motor conrnland, and not tire sequcnces themselves? Also, existing statenrents of the

conflict theoiy have relatively little specific to say about the nornral' functional
iole of s.nsory confiict information, otirer than triggering updating of the neural

store, and to cofltribute sonreho!,r to illusions and reflex reactions' |/hat can be
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said about the need for a conflict signal from the point of view of control theory?
Uith all these neural circuits presumabiy present, why is the CNS so interested in
sensory conflict? Other issues also arise: l4ustnrt one postulate an additional
dynamic lag between the generation of a confl ict signal and the aPPearance of
symptomg? Do we really know that theTe isa threshold phenomenon associated with
motion sickness at the level of the comparator element in your Neural llismatch
model, and not just at the back end of the model, where symptoms appear?

ln order to deal with all this, I decided to take a look at the problem of how

the CNS nisht achieve a closed loop volitional and reflex control of body orienta_
tion from a theoretical point of view, using a mathemeticai approach developed in
engineering in the late 1950s and early 60s. The theory deals specifically with
the optimal control of complex systems in the special situation where feedback
sensors don't provide coftrplete information on what the controlled element (the body)
is doing at any given nloment in time. My rationale for this was that there ought
to be a simple, theoretical explanation for g[L the CNS needs a Neural Store and
a confl ict signal to achieve control of body orientation. Control theory immediately
suggested an ansrrer: lf the CNS is faced with the task of controlling body, limb,
and head position using partially redundant, but incomplete, information about the
body state from biological ly noisy sensory organs, then an appropriate strategy
(indeed, the 9EL!JaL strategy under certain conditirqs) is for the central nervous
system to erpl oy-'r,,terna I models of the body and idt'< sensory systems to Predict,
from moment to moment, an internel estimate of what the body is doing' This esti-
mate is presumably associated with perceived orientation. The internal models are
also used to predict the sensory input to be expected under
where the body is not subjected to external ly imposed movement; if the sensory
systems are noise free; and if the internal models are correct. Since, of course,
these conditions are not normally met in engineering or living systems (if they
were, al I movements could be control led in an open loop fashion using only engrams
generated using the ihternal models), the theory says that the approPriate aPproach
is to compare the actual sensory afference with the model generated predicted
sensory input, and specifically says how the conflict signal should be used to
rrupdaterr the predictions made by the internal nr,cdels' The theory also provides
a convenient alternative method for dealing with the concePt of an engr6.n or neural
trace, as well as the dictionary concept of the Neural Store.

The theory itself is a variant of the theory of optimal I inear output feedback
control systems as developed by Kalman and, later, l,/onham' Fortunately, the details
of the theory arenrt particularly important, and anyone who has ever learned how

to multiply trro rnetrices together can easily grasp the concePt. The attached
figures wil I give you the flavor of the basic arguments. stlppose, as sholrn in
Figure 1, the job of the CNS is to stabilize body sway using only ankle joint,
semicircular canal, and otolith information. (l've left vision out, but only for
simplicity. No secrileqe intended.) Since it's notationally cumbersome to deal
with whole sets of differential equations, one can simplify the problem notationally
and conceptually by writing the equations in matrix form' as shown in Figure 2.
Tc do this, you define a vector, X, whose components are the physical variables
in the body and its sensors which are important in determining body and sense
organ bahavior. For example, body sway angle and its rate of change, cupula
deflection and its rate of change, otoiith displacement, etc. You also define
a forcing vector, U, which is made up of all the active and passive forces and
torqucs acting on the body. l,/hen you do this, you find (Figure 2) lhat you can
rewrite the complicated set of equations in the much simpler forrn X = AX + BU.



You can easily visualize this equation by looking at the top of Figure 3: the
actual state of the body and its sensors, x, is dra!,/n as the output of an inte-
qrator. hjhose input. i, is just the sum of t\do vectors AX and BU, The matrix
A contains the coefficients of the differential equations describing the unforced
(free; homogeneor.rs solution) behavior of the body and sensors; the matrix I is
made up of coefficients expressing body inertia, etc., and dictates how the rate
of change of body and sensor state, X, is influenced by active and passive forces.
Sensory input to the CNS is calculated just by multiplying therractual staterl
vector, X, by a matrix S which represents the static gains of the sensory organs.
l'lany of the terms in the S matrix are likely zero, since the CNS isnrt, in general,
provided with information about al i aspects of the state of the body.

lf you more or less followed the last paragraph, the rest of the model is
easy. As shown in Figure 4, the lJ vector is composed of two sorts of forces and
torques: t,npredictable, externally imposed torques ne, and torques resulting from
active motor outflow to nruscle, denoted m. Motor outflow, m, is assumed to result
fron a control strategy rnatrix C, whose input is an error signal: the difference
between a desired state X6 (corresponding to the command signal in your latest
model and the '\,/ill, in J:J. Groen's model fgr motion sickness) andAn internally
generated estimate of the actual body state i. The notion of an internal state
estimete is vital, Since the CNS cannot directly observe the true stete of the
body, X, it is forced to use an internal model (which corresponds to your Neural
Store) to qenerate, from moment to rioment, an estimate of the actual state. Ho,,
this internal estimate is generated in the absenQe of any sensory information is
shown in Figure 5. The internal model estimate X is generated by a vector inte-
grator, whose input is the rate of change of the internal estimate, l. The critical
issue ls how the CNS might estimate tr. Lacking sensory input, the CNS might take
advantage of all its previous experience in controlling the body, and employ the
information ih a matrix transformation A, which represents the CNS' best estimate
of what the passive behavior characteristics of the body have been in the recent
past, i.e. an estimate of the matrix A. Since the rnotor outflow to musclel is
presumably available to the CNs, it presumably could also employ a matrix 6, the
CNS|best^estimate of the matrix B, to predict the expected effect of motor com-
mands on l. ln the absence of any sensory input, the CNS could achieve adequate
open loop contro! of the boiy provided that it r,,/as working with the correct model
(formal ly, that A = A and B = B) and the body was not subject to any external
disturbances n-. lf you were to give me the Lirne history of the desired srate X,,
the model would generaie a continuous nDtor lengram'r. (Presumably, this reflectg
how Taubrs monkeys achieve preprografimed nDtor control when deafferented. lrve
discussed this modelling concept with Emilio Bizzi, and he agrees it is a good
way to get around the problem of defining the beginning and end of an engram.
It is important, though, to note that what is retained in the cNS internal model
is not the engram^itself, but rather the infromation needed to generate it,
specifically the A and B matrices,)

0f course, humans are exposed to external forces, ahd their lnternal models
for body and sensory system dynamics may be only approximate. This is true in
engineering control systems as well. So the trick is to figure out a way to
blend in inforn€tion from sensory systems to update the internal modei estimate of
what the body is doing. I donrt think that Rudy Kalman had ever heard of Von Holst
oa efferent copy. But. Kalman did show that the best strately is to adoot an
internal estimate of the steady state sensitivities of the 3ensory systcms,S! and
multi ply

*._,+-_.



this by the estimated state vector X, as sho!,,n in Figure 5, to Pledict, from
moment to mofient, the expected sensory input. lf the internal nodel is roughly
correct, sensory system noise is low, and the body is not subject to external
disturbances, then this efferent copy signal will closely approximate the actual
sensory input, The sensory./nrotor confl ict vector, c, egual to the difference
between the actuai and expected sensory inputr!,rill be small. But even if c is
snEll, the system can stiII take advantage of the conflict signal to'rtweak uprl
an improved estimate of body stete. This is accompl ished by multiplying the
conflict vector c by a matrix K whose coefficients may be empirically determined,
or for optimal control, analytically found by solving a complicated expression
called bhe matrix Riccati Equation. The pro!|+rc t of the matrix K and the conflict
vector c is simply added to the estimate of X as an adjustment factor. I think
you can see that if the actual sensory system characteristics of the body were
altered (e.g. by labyrinthectomy or by wearing reversing prism glasses) or if
the A matrix was suddenly changed in an unusual way (as wheh going into weight-
lessness; as shown in Figure l, many of the terms in A are gravity dependent) ,
then the qonflict vector c will be unusually large, and the estinated state of
tne Uoay i will not equal the actual state of th; body X, r.rnti t the appropriate
term in the internal model has been changed by the CNS. Unti I then, the CNS

would generate erroneous state estimates (disorientation illusions) and associated
ref I exes (m).

Presumablx, Ihe CNS^is equipped with a means cf identifying A,B, and S, and
upadating the A, B, and S internal model matrices. The CNS could be doing this
continuously, or might be "tipped off0 by a persistent increase in the length of
the conflict vector c, 0f course, the only means the CNS has at its disposal
for reidentification of the actual (altered) A, B, and S body characteristics
is to observe rnotor outflow, and the resulting sensory input. The CNS cannot
identify A, B, and s, and thereby update A, B, and S, without active movement,
unless external disturbances are present, and it is r^rill ing to assume something
about the disturbance characteristics, But here, we are assuming that the
externally epplied forces ne are llplglfglj!-lg. So these sorts of arguments
support Dick Heldrs notion ihat active body motion is a sufficient condition
for adaptation to sensory rearrangement, and predict that the CNS should not
be able to adapt to a white noise input motion, at least in terms of geneiifing
a correct body state estimate, see Figure 7,

I turned all this into a model for motion sickness by adopting the approach
shown in Figure 8. The box marked 'rconflict tolerance criteriarr ctTc is just a
llEthematical way of measuring the length of the conflict vector in a mathematical
'rdirectiohrr to which the subject has demonstrated sensitivity, The output of
thls box is a scalar variable which serves as input to a (probably nonlinear)
low pass filter, which accompl ishes temporal averaging. The output of the averager,
when added to any extrinsic factorJ influencing symptomatology level, produces symp-
toms when a threshold value is exceeded. Ail this just says that sensory conflict
has to be high for some period of time before symptoms start to occur, Since
each of the symptom classes in notion sickness appear to exhibit somewhat dif-
ferent dynamics, the blocks dra$/n apply only to nausea. Sweating and pallor,
etc., are presumably triggered by the seme conflict signal, but may be associated
with different final (unconmon) pathways.



This sort of nodelling exercise certainly suffers from being terribly abstract,
I know. And the notation is obscure to those not trained in engineering, But it
seems to me to be a start at a synthesis of some sort of general theory which takes
off from an aspect of the human condition: the particular class of movement control
task that the CNS is faced with. flith respect to motion sickness, several general
conclusions can be dTawn:

(a) Perhaps there are fundamental ly two types of motion sickness: that
produced by changes in body or sensory system characteristics (i.e.
sensory rearrangement, al terations in the A, B or S matrices); and
also that produced by unpredictabie external ly inposed motion. The
CNS appears to have some capability to reidentify new models to
elimihate sickness and illusions in the former case. However, in the
latter case, the conflict vector will renain high. Consequently, it
makes sense that:

(b) Perhaps not all motion sickness adaptation takes place by reidentifi-
cation of the internal models, particularly in cases where body charac-
teristic5 change in an extreme vJay, or external motions are unpredictable.
Sickness could, after all, also be reduced by increasing the CNSI tolerance
to conflict (formally, a reduction in the eigenvalues of the T matrix in
the model). A general model for motion sickness probably ought to allow
for both poss ib ilities,

(c) Thc important functional role of the ',confl ict', signal is I ikely to
adjust our orientation perceptions and resulting motor outflow, and
not to produce nDtion sickness. (Damn Triesman, anyway!) But the
magnitude of the conflict signal would normally be small. I find
the i'dea attractive that the uptake or deactivation mechanisms associ-
ated with conflict signal neurotransmi tter systems are ovenrhelmed when
conflict signals increase. Perhaps the averaging dynamics in the final
"uncorrnon" pathways are associated with a diffusion process,

(d) lt is ihterestins to note that the model formulation shows that filotor
outflow, m, should not always be directly correlated with the efferent
copy signal SX, unless the desired orientation Xd is held constant.
Put another way: if the desired body orientation is changing, the
appropriate motor outflow depends on where you want the body to go,
as wel I as to what you think i t is doinq aL the lrEmenr, whereas the
expected sensoTfITli5T-lE?fe-re-i-i-Eo is only dependent on one's
estinEte of body state and not directly on commanded orientation. lf
one postulates that the CNS internal model is just a dictionary of
matched pairs of traces of command signals and expected sensory inputs,
then I isted under each command signal must be traces of expected sensory
inputs sub-classified according to the current estimated orientation' of the body. This increases the size of the dictionary considerably.
lsnrt it rbre parsirnonious to assume that the CNS merely retains the
information necessary to generate the necessary paired traces, rather
than the trace pairs themselves?
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I suspect lrve taxed your patience enough with this, so let me move on to
more enpirical topics. Although my Payload Specialist apPlication wasn't success-
ful, l've had the chance to accumulate teveral hours of time in weightlessness
(albeit 30 seconds at a time) on NASA's KC-135 zero g airplane, as Part of our
Spacelab c re\d training and basei ine testing Program. I wish we'd ail had the
opportunity to experience this before we wrote our Academy report last year.
one byproduct: remembering the suggestion you made at Snownlass, I made up a

pair of vision restricting glasses by taping over all but the central 30 degrees
field of View on a pair of sunglasses, and wore them on several occasions.
Although I didnrt experience any motion sickness symptoms, with or without the
gtasses (probab,ly because I had medicated myself with scop/dex) , it was clear
that the reduced field of vision forced me to make a greet many filore head move-
ments while working in zero-g than I otherwise would have. I came away feeling
that vision restriction is probably not such a good idea for actively working
payload crew. lt is probably simpler just to I imit your head movements and
not allow you!'self to move around the cabin much. Your iearning curve in the
first few hours in weightlessness is extremely steep; lrhen you first start to
maneuver around it is particularly bothersome that your body doesnrt move in
the manner expected when you push off. ltris very difficult to cTeate the pure
translatory motions we make on earth. ltrs interesting that vision PIays a

vital role in determining the sense of down, but peopie seem to differ a good
bit with respect to the strength of their sense of the 'downr direction in
weightlessness, even with similar visual inPuts. l,le nou, have some data on this
for the indivildual spaceiab crewmembers. lt was also intriguing to note that
Owen Garriott, who spent 50 days on Skylab-3, immediately knew how to get arbund,
even though he hadn't been weightless in five years' ln the middle of the
aircraft there was an open area where we all could practice bouncing around.
With a half dozen of us in there, each trying to do locps and sPins, it was like
a three dimensional football game with lots of body contact. But from the
start, Owen was moving around smoothly and quickly, never colliding with anyone,
and couid execute impressive maneuvers just by managing his moment of inertia,
something none of the rest of us could do without considerable Practice.

On a slightly different subject, lrve been giving a good deal of thought
lately to the business of subjective scaling of motion sickness symPtomatology,
because of my interest in model l ing the dynamics of motion sickness, and could
use some good advice. One of our postdocs, otnar Bock, and I, have been trying
out a prel iminary series of experiments using left-ri9ht reversing prism goggles
and head movenents as stimulus, and are attemPting to studY the extent to which
subjects can be trained to consistently report their nausea and subjective well-
being. U/e're keeping track of the head movement stimulus and would I ike to
establish a modified ratio or interval scale; 1a Smitty Stevens. I know you
worked on this sort of thing a few years ago, and was curious whether youtve
kept at it. t am frankly surprised how consistent our subjects seem to be.
They report little trouble saying when they feel rtwice as goodr or rtwice as
badr as some standard they adopt. Determining the scaling law for nausea is
certainly a prerequisite for quantitative motion sickness measurement and
model I i ng.

Needless to say, lrm anxious to run my theoretical notions past you again
in more detail, and to hear what yourve been up to in the last year or so. lt
turns out that lmust travel to Edinburgh this fall for a sailing championship
(Septenrber 3-7), lf your invitation for a visit is still open, and your schedule
pernits, I nray find a u/ay to get to llanchester for a day or two either before or
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(preferably) after the event. There is a chance I can finagle funds for part
of the trip frorn one of our grants, but if not, lrll conre up with soflle other
way of covering it, if only from out of pocket. Transatlantic fare itructures
being what they are, though, I can save a good bit of money if I can pin down
Iiry travel dates soon.

I understand there has been a considerable dlscussion of seasickness lately
in your magazine YACHTING |1oNTHLY, wherein two clinicians from Basingstoke m.ke
a pitch for the effectlveness of the drug Stugeron (cinnarizine). Attached is
iry o{n contribution to the confusion which appeared in SAIL last November.
You mlght be amused that my article eliclted more than a few letters and phone
calls from Indi_viduals tormented by mal d41mer who wanted to know why their
physlcians, hadn't bothered to tell them about the confllct theory. tihen they
ask for the details of the theory, of course, I tell them that they should go
out and buythe readable, comprehensive, up-to-date reference on r|otion sickness:
Re6son and Brand (even thouqh it costs more than a \4hole case of Dranumine).
The Spacelab crew has done this, So if your Academic Press royalties from North
Anerica are significantly up this year, you probably o!,/e me a.dinner.

llith very best wishes.

Very'truly yours,

Charles ,1. Oman
Helmhol tz Assoclate Professor

Enc. llotion slckness model notes
Sai I arti cle



Sensory/Motor conf llct Model

for Motion sickness

Viewgraphs C.M. ornan
Ii{II 37-219
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SENSORY/IVIOTOR CONFLICT I|I[)DEL

ilosml Acrr ve Bolv lbve eHr Couiniil

(A,B,S) = (A,B,S)

Xr, X cll BE LARGE (e,e. oAttcrue, acnoslrtcs)

C SMALL

t4or r oN stcKNEss = 0



SENSORY/III]TOR CONFLICT I4ODEL

RrspoHsts ro Pnsslvr I'lor iou ano Serusonv Rpannlr're rr,lrr,tr

I, Somr Reoucrrou lu T rotennucr uerntx

ALso: S (erreneurs) ? ...
Cost:. nroucEo coNTRoL

i l( sYsrEr,t PERFoRMANcE

REsutr: sol'tE GENERALTZED REDUcrtoN lN stcKNEss suscEprlBtLrry



SENSORY/IVIOT(]R CI]NFLICT l,lODEL

II, Setsonv nEARuNe euEtt

DURING ACTIVE MOVEMENT

(4, B,

CONTROL

, B'; S')

K')

S) = (A'

(A,B,S,K) + G"B"

EXAMPLES: PRISM ADAPTATION

SPACE S I CKNESS

tIME REQ.UT RED BEFORE MOTI ON SICKNESS 0: DAYS

Bur:

PosstsLe RETENTIoN oF sETs oF LEARNED MoDELS

(A"B"}S"K')
AND USE IN APPROPRIATE CONTEXT

EXAMPLES: EXPER I ENCED DRIVERS, PILOTS

SPECTACLE WEARER S

TIME REOUIRED: SECONDS



SENSOPJ/IIOTOR CONFLICT I1ODEL

'
RrspoHsrs ro Plssrve l,lorroN lNn SENsonv RrlnMNeerei'lt

lll. Prssrve goov MovEl,tENT (:q )

'I1a nlroom, A, B urllrEReo

. C POTENTIALLY LARGE

- floTION StcKNEsS I 0

1\- pnpnrcrasle

A, B nueuetteo ro INcLUDE oscILLAToR

rrYNAr.,rtcs (GnoEH PerrenN CeurEn)

ee. osel Lees"


